The presence of "electrically dead" myocardial tissue that is inactive during electrical systole is manifested most obviously by a QS wave or simply by a Q wave (Sodi Pallares et al., 1957) . However, other abnormalities of the QRS complex may also be due to the presence of small portions of "electrically dead" tissue. Examples would be the development of an rS wave in lead II or notching of the R, usually designated as focal block or intraventricular conduction defect.
This problem led us to imagine a "model"* that could link all such graphic expressions. The use of a model permits the study of the theoretical effect of a portion of dead tissue in the electrically active part of the free wall of the left ventricle. Our reasoning can apply only to the outer two-thirds of the free wall of the left ventricle, with regard to what is known about the spread of excitation from the endocardium to the epicardium (Sodi Pallares et al., 1957) . The front of excitation is theoretically represented as a polarized membrane or electrical double-layer. This can be replaced by the so-called "equivalent membrane" that is demarcated by the free margin or contour of the polarized membrane itself. A vector, the cardiac vector, can then be substituted for this equivalent membrane (Frank, 1953; Dubouloz, 1953) (Fig. 1) . Conduction within the myocardium, with respect to the spread of excitation, progresses in a uniform manner, radially and centrifugally: consequently there is no preferential direction or important variation of speed within the region under consideration. This conforms to present ideas (Scher et al., 1953; Rodriguez, 1960) . As it passes the electrically dead tissue, a "hole" is created in the polarized membrane. The margin of this " second hole" forms a second contour in the polarized membrane. This second contour determines, in its turn, another equivalent membrane that may be replaced by a second vector. It is directed toward the endocardium and can be called the "vector of opposition." It modifies the cardiac vector, according to the established rules for the replacement of two linked vectors by one (Grosgurin and Duchosal, 1952) .
The modification undergone by the theoretical cardiac vector changes the form of the real vector loop and of the scalar curves. This change is more pronounced when the hole created in the membrane by the dead portion is larger, because the length of the vector of opposition is directly proportional to the surface of this second hole.
The model of dead tissue is within the outer two-thirds of the left anterior region and has a simple geometric form. Two types ofmodels, a sphere and an ellipsoid, will be considered separately (Fig. 2) . The electrical consequences will be expressed in vector and in scalar terminology. The sphere creates within the membrane a circular hole of comparatively small dimensions, because it is limited by the width of the wall. The vector of opposition is small, and its existence is brief. The result is an irregularity in the QRS loop and a notching on the QRS complex. This disturbance occurs earlier when the sphere is closer to the endocardium, and vice versa. The ellipsoid chosen All the theoretical vectorcardiographic and electrocardiographic modifications mentioned above display an asymmetrical course because the tissue between the obstacle and the epicardium is excited in a different way. The dipoles that constitute the polarized membrane move in a straight line, until they pass the middle of the dead sphere or ellipsoid. To invade the myocardial tissue behind the obstacle, the innermost dipoles then curve inward, as they cannot move (Fig. 2) Frontal loop of a normal subject for comparison. The membrane. Consequently the effect of scale of amplification is equal for both vector loops. the dead tissue can be represented by a vector, the "vector of opposition," which modifies the cardiac vector. This study has led to a simple explanation of several vectorcardiographic and electrocardiographic abnormalities. The scalar abnormalities vary from a notch on the R wave to a QS type wave. The vectorcardiographic abnormalities may cause very important shifts of the whole QRS loop.
